
THE ADASHI PUBLIC SAFETY PLATFORM
THE ADASHI PLATFORM 
ENABLES YOU TO:

 Staff Appropriately
 Arrive Informed
 Manage Effectively
 Go Home Safely

The Adashi Systems suite of products is the first and one-of-a-kind framework 
for coordinated, intelligent response. The Adashi platform is specifically 
designed for public safety organizations to improve the staffing, notification, 
response, management, and reporting of critical incidents. Our enterprise-
grade platform helps first responders perform their duties effectively, even in 
the worst situations - giving public safety agencies a mission-critical solution. 
All Adashi products seamlessly work together to assist with every stage of 
the incident management process. Use Adashi to make your department as 
safe, efficient, and organized as possible.

1500+ public safety agencies 
use Adashi products 

worldwide

Adashi works with 
departments of all sizes, 

including one with 7,500+ 
active duty firefighters

One of our largest customers 
uses Adashi’s software in a 

fleet of 650+ vehicles



Toll-Free:  +01-877-563-9980
Email:  sales@adashi.com

www.adashi.com

Adashi RollCall

Adashi RollCall is a cloud-based staff scheduling and overtime management platform specifically 
designed for public safety agencies. The software automates callbacks to help departments cut costs, 
save time, and make more informed staffing decisions. Administrators and first responders can access 
the scheduling tools from any web browser or device including mobile phones and tablets via the 
Adashi RollCall mobile apps. Adashi RollCall also interfaces directly with RMS systems for accurate 
reporting and increased accountability.

Adashi FirstResponse MDT

Adashi FirstResponseMDT get first responders on scene faster with the critical information they need 
in one, easy-to-use dashboard. Seamless integration to dispatch auto-triggers a premiere navigation 
system including Esri map technology, Google/Bing maps, and your department’s custom or local layers. 
Designed for easy access on a moving vehicle, our main dashboard also displays incident pre-plans, the 
location of hydrants and other responding units, detailed incident guidance, hazmat modeling, real-time  
weather data, and more to help responders handle any type of emergency.

Adashi C&C

Adashi C&C is an electronic ICS platform with an interactive data dashboard. The full-scale incident 
management software helps commanders efficiently annotate maps, pre-plans, and photographs 
with strategic information; communicate tactical objectives; perform dynamic and analytical risk 
analysis; manage groups and divisions; assign resources to tasks; and track personnel accountability. 
Commanders can also complete standard ICS forms right in Adashi C&C for quick and easy reporting 
once the incident has been contained.

Adashi LiveView

Adashi LiveView is a complete live incident information platform. Using the live incident dashboard, 
commanders can view all incidents and locations of their units. The revolutionary incident mapping 
software provides key incident and unit information, improves situational awareness, and helps depart-
ments maintain a common operating picture across multiple agencies or jurisdictions.

Staff Scheduling and Overtime Management

Emergency Response MDT Software

Incident Command, Management, and Reporting

Live Incident Dashboard

Staffing
Adashi RollCall ensures the 
appropriate number of staff 
arrive on shift via its complete 
staff scheduling and overtime 
management platform.

Response
Adashi FirstResponse MDT 
navigates crews to the incident 
with the mission-critical data 
they need from their RMS and 
other information sources.

Incident Command
Adashi C&C helps commanders 
track assets, assign tasks, 
manage incidents, and log their 
activities with Adashi’s eICS 
platform.

Common Operating 
Picture
Adashi LiveView provides 
chiefs with a big-picture view of 
their jurisdiction with real-time 
incident mapping.


